
Prerequisite: 
Barbarian; Or, Strength is your highest ability score; Or, a racial Strength bonus.

Almost like a titan amongst even other adventurers, you are capable of nearly unmatched feats of 
strength that evoke tales of legends like Hercules or Samson.

Favored Skill: Pick one, from Athletics, Acrobatics, Intimidation, and Survival. Add 3 to every check made 
with your favored skill.
Tier I:

Tireless: You ignore the negative effects of the first level of exhaustion. Once per long rest you 
may reroll a failed Strength, Constitution, or Death saving throw, gaining advantage on the second 
roll.

Mighty: You count as one size larger when calculating carrying capacity, as well as the maximum 
weight you can push, drag, or lift. Your speed when pushing, dragging, or lifting weights higher 
than your carrying capacity increases from 5 to 15 feet, and your speed while moving a grappled 
creature is only reduced if they are of a larger size than you.
Additionally you may use an action to double your carrying capacity and gain advantage on all 
Strength skill checks for one hour.  After this effect ends take one level of exhaustion.
When your Mantle reaches tier II your attacks also ignore resistance and immunity to nonmagical 
attacks and damage while this effect is active, and at tier III its duration increases from one to 
three hours.

Tier II:

Throw Anything: You may treat every melee weapon, or object you can carry without surpassing 
your carrying capacity, as if it has the thrown property. If you can wield it in one hand the range is 
30/60, otherwise it is 20/40. It deals its normal weapon damage if it is a weapon or your DM 
considers it enough like an existing weapon. Otherwise, one-handed objects deal 1d6 damage, 
and two-handed objects deal 1d8. Whenever throwing a weapon which already has the thrown 
property you may take the higher of the two for damage and range.
You may hurl a grappled creature of your size or smaller as if it were a two-handed weapon, 
dealing damage both to the thrown creature as well as the struck target, if any. A thrown creature 
is knocked prone.

Tier III:

Unstoppable Force: When you hit a creature with a melee attack or thrown weapon it must 
make a Strength saving throw to resist being knocked prone. The DC is 8 + your Proficiency bonus 
+ your Strength modifier.
Additionally you deal the maximum amount of damage possible on a critical hit with a weapon 
attack, may throw grappled creatures who are one size larger than yourself, and attempt to 
grapple creatures two sizes larger.

Tier IV:

Paragon of Strength: You have enough raw strength to wield two-handed weapons with one 
hand, ignoring the two-handed weapon property.
Increase your Strength and Constitution scores by two. You no longer have a ceiling on how high 
either of these scores may become.

Paragon of Strength


